
“The Ring…the latter part” 
 
By tom_miya (3rd July in 2003) 
 
1. The beginning 
In the Rachel’s living room, 
 Aidan “We must not let the other persons see these tapes.” 
 Rachel “You do not have enough time.” 
 Aidan ”I wan to take revenge on Samara for Noah’s death, because he is my father.” 
 Dave and Ruth enter the room, 
 Ruth “Exactly!!! We come here, because we heard Noah’s death from the police and we 
worry about you. Then the front door is open.” 
 Dave “My daughter Katie was killed by these tapes.” 
 Ruth “I will see this tape. I want to take revenge on Samara for Katie’s death.” 
 Dave “I will see the copy.” 
 Rachel “I see. But hear my explanation.” 
 
 Summary about “The Ring (2002)” is shown. 
 
Ruth sees the original tape, and Dave sees the copy. 
Rachel “Please take a picture.” 
Ruth “We are cursed. But the face of Aidan is distorted still yet.” 
Rachel “You are cursed with seven days, if you make a copy on the way. Aidan is OK, 

because the image of his face becomes half normal.” 
Ruth “I and Dave will meet with Kellen.” 
Rachel “I and Aiden will go to Noah’s house.” 
 

2. The first day 
Dave and Ruth meet with Kellen. 
 Kellen “It was a secret that Katie was Josh’s girl friend, because Becca was Josh’s girl 
friend too. Josh and Katie saw the tape which Becca gave Josh. Becca noticed their 
relationship, felt jealousy and wanted to frighten them. And Josh could not say no, 
because he wanted to keep Becca still yet.” 
 
Rachel and Aidan visit Noah’s house. 
 There are policemen. Rachel explains to them and enters Noah’s room. 
Rachel notice a video camera connected to his personal computer with a cable. There 

are many movie files recorded in his computer. Rachel copy one movie file to CD-Rom. 
 

Rachel goes home and checks a movie file in CD-ROM. 
 The white mist from Noah’s TV and chased Noah. Noah ran away and suddenly his 
face was changed. But he walked to a chair and sit down.” 
 Rachel remembered the bad dream in which she sit down a chair in a hospital. 
 Rachel “We must go to Eola hospital.” 
 
3. The second day 
Dave and Ruth meet with Becca. 
 Ruth “Please tell me the every truth.” 
 Dave “You do not have any responsibility for Katie’s death.” 
 Becca “I did not notice what would happen. I got the tape from Darby in the 
Dr.Grasnik’s office in Moesko Island. I got angry to notice the relationship between Josh 
and Katie. And I only frighten Katie a little bit. After the phone call, I hid myself behind 
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the staircase for a while. Then I herad Katie’s scream and I went to search Katie. She 
was dead in her closet. I was surprised very much. And I shut the closet. I called for 
Josh. I noticed that he was dead too.” 
 Dave “we must go to the Moesko Island.” 
 Becca “I will go with you.” 
 
Rachel and Aidan visit the Eola hospital. 
 Rachel “I am a news reporter. Please call the director. I know the violations of human 
rights here.” 
 Director “Please stop lying.” 
Rachel explains to him about the electrode and code which got into Samara’s body from 

her mouth. Director is surprised very much. 
Director “Samara came here in order to cure her insomnia and made pictures on X-ray 

films using mysterious power. If these pictures show her bear mind, she was a usual girl. 
Because if we like usual adult persons take pictures in our bear mind, pictures would 
show something uglier. Treatments were failed and her insomnia became worse. At the 
same time Samara’s character was changed to be aggressive step by step. And Samara 
had gone to the Dr.Grasnik’s office in Moesko Island.” 
Aidan “Samara’s special power became the part of her character. Her special power 

became a living energy. It never sleeps. Her father did not know it. 
 Rachel “we must go to the Moesko Island.” 
 
3. The third day 
 Toward evening, Rachel, Aidan, Ruth, Dave and Becca visit the Dr.Grasnik's office. 
 They are sitting in a waiting room. The fly is appeared. Then Ruth and Dave get 
nosebleeds.  
 Becca “You saw the tape. There remains four days. Josh and Katie got nosebleeds on 
the third day.” 
 Aidan “The fly is the split from Samara.” 
 Dave “I will kill it.” 
 Dave’s punch and kick are for nothing. Ruth put water in the cup on the fly. Then fly is 
disappeared. 
 Aidan “Samara is weak for water, because she was dead in the water.” 
For a while, Dr.Grasnik appears. 
 Dr.Grasnik “Darby has no responsibility. I explain everything. There had been 
disasters since Samara coming back. Richard Morgan and Anna Morgan decided to kill 
Samara. After Anna threw Samara into the well, Richard delivered the lid stone and 
people from Moesko Island on his truck from the woods. Everyone carried the lid and 
covered the well. After this murder, Richard wanted to hide evidence. I proposed him to 
tell a lie that Samara was adopted. Because there needed the death certification of 
Samara. And he wanted to cast sm0015. Using his video camera, he tried to record 
again over sm0015. But in this tape, Anna’s face and the well were recorded.” 
 Rachel remembers that Richard stopped her seeing the continuing scenes in sm0015. 
 Rachel “There were cursed images in the continuing scenes of sm0015.” 
Dr.Grasnik “Richard let Anna see sm0015. And he made the copy and sent to Darby’s 

father in order to check it. Darby’s all family saw the copy. And after one week, Anna 
and Darby’s family were dead. Only Darby could survive. I and Richard noticed 
Samara’s revenge. After this incident, Richard had been the keeper of sm0015. And I 
kept the copy.” 
 Rachel “There are two questions. Why Darby can survive? Why did you break tapes?” 
 Dr.Grasnik “Darby has an autistic disorder. He can not fell the other’s emotions. 
Samara kills people by showing scaring images. Darby said “Do not break tapes, or your 
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family will be dead.” We could stop Samara by not seeing the video. Darby helped the 
people in Moesko Island.” 
Rachel “I broke the tape.” 

 Rachel took the photo of Aidan again. His face is distorted entirely. 
 Rachel “We lost four days. There remains six hours.” 
 Dr.Grasnik “Did Aidan draw these pictures? These pictures show scenery seen in this 
island.” 
 Aidan “Samara is near here.” 
 Rachel “Let everyone search Samara.” 
 
4. The battle scene 
 Aidan “Rachel. Where are rest four days?” 
 Rachel “I cast these.” 
 Aidan “Why?” 
 Rachel “If you can go to the heaven, ask Noah.” 
 Aidan “ Am I in danger?” 
 Rachel “I am sorry.” 
Aidan and Rachel are near the lighthouse. There remains only five minutes. Aidan 

runs up the lighthouse. 
 Rachel “Wait.” 
 Many worms prevent Rachel to chase Aidan. Rachel switches on her potable telephone. 
The well is shown in the LCD screen. Rachel cast it to the sea. 
 Rachel “It is over.” 
 But Rachel sees Samara climbing up a cliff. Samara is gathering her energy, and 
becomes big. Rachel runs into the lighthouse. Samara enters the lighthouse. 
 In the top room of lighthouse, there is a lightning ring (one meter in diameter). 
 Aidan “This is a real Samara. This is a living energy.” 
 
In the well, Samara was dying. She used her last power into herself. Her power made a 
ring and could be exited alone from Samara’s body. She said “Please take revenge on 
everyone instead of me.” 
 
 Aidan put a concrete block on a part of ring. The ring becomes weakened to be 
disappeared. Samara becomes a little girl and says “Thank you for stopping my 
mistake.” And she is disappeared too. 
 
 
 
End 
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